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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 This chapter presents the conclusion of the study and the suggestion for 

the English teacher, students and the next researcher 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the finding above, The result of the research shows that there 

are three characters personality,such as sensitive,unrealistic and pessimistic.    

Then there are fifteen main character’s personality based on Abraham 

Maslow. The research contains of self actualization, esteem needs, belonging 

needs, safety needs, physiological needs.Furthermore,the purpose of the study 

is to know  how the main character’s personality portrayed in this novel and to 

know how the main character’s personality is viewed from Abraham 

Maslow’s theory of motivation.Abraham Maslow theory is first physiological 

need this is basic it includes the need for eat and sleep,cynthia need for eat and 

need sleep tp make her be come fresh and forget the problem.Second safety 

need is a need to  be free from physical danger and to be scure.exlample when 

cynthia always get terror from the step mother.Third,the love and be loging 

need are needs to feel a sense of beloging and acceptance.every human need to 

express her ability to other in addition.cynthia need to love  and be loved from 

the sicerely people such as her aunt”tess” and herhusband 

“terry”Thelastisaneedforselfactualization.It becomesthefirstaspect ofhuman 

being, like the need for to achieve one’s fullest potential things they have.Here 
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cynthia  needs for actualize and achieve one’s potential things that she 

has,because actually she has many potential but unfortunately from the 

beginning sheclaim her self that her life isn’t meaning, so it’s can make her 

difficult to actualize her self. 

B. Suggestion 

 Based on the conclusion above, the researcher would like to give 

some suggestion to English teacher, to the students, and to the next researcher. 

1. For the English Teacher 

Being a good teacher is not an easy effort. This is because English is 

not an easy subject. So, that the teacher will have references to face 

characteristic of the students 

2. For the Students 

 The researcher hopes, this research can help the students to improve 

some knowledge of characteristics of the people by reading novel.  

 3. For the next researcher 

The result of this reseach can be hopefully used as a reference for the 

next researcher who is interested in “Pscyological analysis of main 

characters in Novel 

  


